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Tyrannosaurus Rex Step Into Reading Storybots Ready To Read Step 1
Join Boop, Bing, Beep, and the rest of the StoryBots as they celebrate Christmas together.
Join Superman, Batman, Green Lantern, and the rest of the DC Super Friends as they fly off on a new adventure in this
Step into Reading leveled reader for boys ages 4-6. When evil Lex Luthor takes over the city of Metropolis with an army
of dinosaurs, the Super Friends rush in to save the day from these prehistoric monsters!
Fans of the wacky robots from the award-winning apps, videos, and Netflix show, "Ask the StoryBots, " are sure to
recognize the colorful art from the hugely popular dinosaur video "Tyrannosaurus Rex" on YouTube. Full color.
Discusses what life is like in the White House and presents anecdotes about the children of presidents Lincoln, Grant,
Theodore Roosevelt, Coolidge, Kennedy, and Clinton.
Monkey Plays is an energetic companion to Bear Hugs and Panda Kisses. One by one, monkeys add to the jungle
fun—swinging from palm trees, hiding in an Indian market, and playing from sundown to sun-up! This playful Step 1
features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm and bright illustrations.
"The StoryBots want to tell you about their favorite planet. Which one is it? Earth, of course"--Page [4] of cover.
A volcano could be called a sleeping mountain--that is, until it wakes up! What is it like to witness the eruption of one of
nature's majestic time bombs? Young readers can learn what makes volcanoes "tick," and read about some of the most
famous eruptions in history.
Dinosaur fanatics will love hunting down the TRUTH about their favorite prehistoric reptiles in this innovative new Science
Reader series. Tyrannosaurus rex's closest living relative is the alligator, right? That's a LIE! The TRUTH is, the massive
carnivore was actually more closely related to chickens!! Though this engaging early reader is 100% fun, 25% of it is
FALSE! In a unique question-and-answer format, proficient readers are quizzed about dinosaurs to see if they can
separate facts from "lies." The book's mascot--the Truth Sleuth--guides readers through this funny and fact-packed Step
3 Reader, which features photos and illustrations of dinosaurs and fossils, with funny, kid-appealing art by Michael Slack.
Step 3 Readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular topics, for children who are ready to
read on their own.
Relive the excitement of the blockbuster film Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom—which opens to US audiences on June 22,
2018—with this exciting Step 3 leveled reader! Universal Pictures and Amblin Entertainment's Jurassic World: Fallen
Kingdom releases in theaters on June 22, 2018, bringing with it all the wonder, adventure, and thrills of one of the most
popular and successful franchises in cinema history. This all-new motion picture event sees the return of favorite
characters and dinosaurs including Blue, the Velociraptor; Tyrannosaurus rex; and Mosasaurus—along with new breeds
more awe-inspiring and terrifying than ever before! This Step 3 Deluxe Step into Reading is a great way for beginning
readers ages 5 to 8 to learn about their favorite dinosaurs from Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom! Jurassic World: Fallen
Kingdom is being directed by J. A. Bayona (The Impossible, A Monster Calls), with Steven Spielberg and Colin Trevorrow
serving as executive producers and Frank Marshall and Pat Crowley as producers.
Ever wish you could roam prehistoric Earth as a dinosaur? Join Tyrone as he transforms into a meat-eating
Tyrannosaurus rex! Step back in time and learn all about a T-Rex's habitat, body, abilities, and moreÑall from its riproaring perspective.
This book offers readers a bug’s-eye view into the strange and fascinating world of carnivorous plants. From the “jaws”
of the Venus flytrap to the pretty sundew plant whose delicate tentacles entrap its prey, the unique anatomy and
behaviors of meat-eating plants are detailed with clear, engaging text and art.
The dancing dinos are back, and this time they are taking over the classroom in this fun, rhyming Step 1 reader that is
perfect for back to school! Dinos dancing in a book. Dinos leaping, look, look, look! Dinos pasting red and blue. Dinos
wasting paint and glue! When the dancing dino's book turns up in a school library, they leap out and bring their musical
mayhem to a kid’s classroom! Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy words for children who know the alphabet and
are eager to begin reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired picture clues help children decode the story.
The dancing dinosaurs come out of their book and have fun cavorting on the beach.
Beep, Boop, and the rest of the robots are determined to stop themselves from getting a cold, but first must learn how
viruses work.
Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose investigate the theft of a great deal of money from the belly of a nearly life-size
Tyrannosaurus Rex model that their friend, Jud Wheat, is using to raise money for a dinosaur museum.
"The StoryBots introduce the triceratops and describe their physical appearance, what they ate, and how they defended
themselves against other dinosaurs." -Find out how to babysit a dinosaur in this very funny read-aloud picture book. There are a few important things to know
about your pet T-Rex: What does it like to eat? Your T-Rex will eat approximately 300 pounds of food each day. Where
will it have space to exercise? Your T-Rex can cover fifteen feet in a single step. How do you brush its many teeth?
Especially when those teeth are nine inches long. And, most of all, how do you show your T-Rex that you love it? Get
ready for a day full of giant adventures in dinosaur care! A Christy Ottaviano Book
Introduces the very rare--and controversial--Triceratops Maximus, an aggressive, herbivorous dinosaur capable of driving
off even a Tyrannosaurus Rex.
In this story that introduces the fundamentals of addition and the concept of doubling, a swamp becomes quite crowded as the number of
dinosaurs doubles each time, from one to sixty-four.
When Evo monsters start taking over the world, Rex, a nanite-powered hero, is the only one that can save the planet.
Tyrannosaurus Rex (StoryBots)Random House Books for Young Readers
Illus. in full color. Difficult dinosaur names are simplified with phonics.
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Jurassic World is the long-awaited next installment of the groundbreaking Jurassic Park series. T. rex’s, velociraptors, triceratops—as well as
some all-new dinosaurs—will roar across the screen in this epic action-adventure directed by Colin Trevorrow starring Chris Pratt, Bryce
Dallas Howard, Ty Simpkins and Nick Robinson! This Deluxe Step into Reading format is a great way for kids ages 4-6 to meet all the
dinosaurs from Jurassic World.
When Catwoman steals their stuff, it's up to Batman and the DC Super Friends to catch this criminal kitten! Boys and girls ages 4–6 will love
this leveled reader, now featuring action-packed comic book-style panels.
A teeny tiny woman, who puts a teeny tiny bone she finds in a churchyard away in a cupboard before she goes to sleep, is awakened by a
voice demanding the return of the bone.
What would happen if you showed a T-Rex a book? Well, she wouldn't know what to do with it . . . would she? A madcap, super silly
adventure story rooted in the transformative power of books, created by incredible new picture-book duo Rashmi Sirdeshpande and Diane
Ewen
Illus. in full color with black-and-white photos. "Covers not only the story of Robinson's prowess and his problems as the first black man to
play in the major leagues, but also the story of the rise and fall of black baseball and some of its star players and managers. Nicely geared by
vocabulary, sentence length, and print size to the primary grades audience."--Bulletin, Center for Children's Books.

A newly updated leveled reader including the latest scientific information on dinosaurs, for children who recognize familiar words
and sound out new words with help. With revised illustrations reflecting our new understanding of dinosaurs, this updated Science
Reader is as scientifically accurate today—and as easy to read—as when it was first published in 1991. An ideal introduction to
some of the most fascinating babies of all time, this Step 2 book is perfect for young dinosaur fans who can read with help. The
hatching of eggs, dinosaur parenting, and the hazards faced by prehistoric young’uns are all here in this accessible look at a
perennially popular subject.
Jurassic World is the long-awaited next installment of the groundbreaking Jurassic Park series. T. rex’s, velociraptors,
triceratops--as well as some all-new dinosaurs--will roar across the screen in this epic action-adventure directed by Colin
Trevorrow starring Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard, Ty Simpkins and Nick Robinson! Was Tyrannosaurus rex a speedy and
savage hunter, or was it a slow-moving scavenger, surviving on scraps left from other dinosaurs? World-renowned tyrannosaur
expert Dr. Thomas R. Holtz, Jr. shares the evidence on both sides of the argument in this easy-to-read, easy-to-understand Step
into Reading book that young dinosaur enthusiasts will heartily devour.
A dog named Robot pokes his nose into a hole in the ground. What is down there? Four boys have come with the dog to find out.
The StoryBots tell you about velociraptors.
Though his friend Spikey teases him, Little Dinosaur is eager to be ready for his first day of school.
When a young boy discovers a bunch of illustrated dinosaurs dancing in a chorus line out of his book, he thinks he has found
some new playmates. But these prehistoric mischief makers may be a bit too much fun! The question is--- how do you control a
herd of dancing dinosaurs?
Level Three From tigers to cougars and leopards to lions, this book is a great introduction to big cats. Topics discussed include
hunting techniques, sleeping habits, color patterns, and the importance of preserving the cats' habitats.
A man's barbecue is interrupted when he is visited by a bevy of dogs from the neighborhood.
When soccer season starts, Mo, who has been working hard to improve his kicking skills, wonders if he will ever get a chance to
show his team what he can do.
"T. rex was about as long as a school bus and weighed about as much as an elephant! Meet these giant beasts and discover their
traits and habitats"-The noted paleontologist presents the amazing story of a day in the life of a pack of raptor dinosaurs. Includes an explanation of
how scientists study rocks, fossils, and bones, and compares modern predators to raptor behavior. Illustrations.
Presents a collection of superhero tales featuring the Super Friends as they battle Mr. Freeze, The Penguin, and Black Manta.
When dinosaur eggs are missing, it is up to the Paw Patrol pups to save them.
"The moon shines bright and seems to glow. Inside are moon facts you should know!" --Page 4 cover.
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